Dear Servo Hobbyist,
Enclosed you’ll find finally the promised UHU Servo Controller Rel. 3.00
You can download the documentation package
http://www.uhu-servo.de
All important information should be found there. I tried to do it in proper English, but please be clement if
you find errors. It’s not at all my native language….
Now I have shipped more than 4.000 controllers. This implies that I am unable to give personal support to
all of you. Have a look at http://gsst.wikispaces.com/ which references a lot of additional information.
If you are able to read German texts, visit the forum “Peters CNC Ecke” at http://www.cncecke.de/.
Register and search for “UHU Servocontroller”. You’ll find some huge threads with almost all sort of helpful
ideas. The schematics are located in http://www.gertronik.de/cncecke/servo.zip
I don’t distribute the servo controller on a commercial base, but I have to come back on the money I have
to pay for the chips, envelops and postage. Therefore I have to take at least 2 € for each controller, 1 € for
each crystal (if ordered) and whatever the snail mail steals out of my pockets for postage.
In addition you send me something on top as an appreciation of the work I’ve put in for programming the
chips, burning and handling. That’s what I call my “BeerWare philosophy”. A bottle of your favorite local
beer or anything else of at least this value is the minimum I should get from you for each controller. Beer is
just a place holder here: I certainly can make use of almost any tools in my hobby workshop (drills bits ,
reamers, end mills, thread cutters etc.) and I am a big fan of hot sauces and hot&spicy snacks. And I love
to unpack surprises…
Those who surrender from cost of shipment can also send me on top some additional money which directly
goes into my workshop piggybank. A rough figure could be 5 to 10 € per controller.
For those who want to send me a nice surprise or cash money, my address:
Uli Huber
Bettingerstr. 4
82515 Wolfratshausen
GERMANY
Only for free of charge money transfers within the European Union my bank account information:
Raiffeisenbank München Süd
IBAN DE49701694660100302104
BIC GENODEF1M03
For all internationals who don’t want to send cash by registered mail, the best solution is Paypal.
My account there is creditcard@uhu-servo.de
Be aware that Paypal takes about 5% from all credit card and foreign payments I get in. I’d ask you to add
this to your transfer.
Please do not send paypal in other currencies than Euro, because conversion is on extra fees and I would
be dependend on changing exchange rates.
Important: Because of the extraordinary high fees I cannot accept cheques or international wire
transfers.
Have fun and success with your servo project!
Uli Huber
Please note:

Attention: Machines, particularly those with automated controls and devices with high
voltages are potentially dangerous.
Due to legal reasons, the UHU-Servocontroller is intended only for innocuous
demonstration setups. The control of machines with the UHU-Servocontroller underlies
the personal responsibility of the user as long as it is not explicitly approved for an
individual setup in a written statement.
Any responsibility or warrantees are expressly excluded.
By using the UHU Servo Controller you agree to these terms.

